A processing platform for optoelectronic/optogenetic retinal prosthesis
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Abstract—The field of retinal prosthesis has been steadily developing over the last two decades. Despite the many obstacles, clinical trials for electronic approaches are in progress and already demonstrating some success. Optogenetic/optoelectronic retinal prosthesis may prove to have even greater capabilities. Although resolutions are now moving beyond recognition of simple shapes, it will nevertheless be poor compared to normal vision. If we define the aim to be returning mobility and natural scene recognition to the patient, it is important to maximize the useful visual information we attempt to transfer. In this work we highlight a method to simplify the scene, perform spatial image compression and then apply spike coding. We then show the potential for translation on standard consumer processors. The algorithms are applicable to all forms of visual prosthesis, but we particularly focus on optogenetic approaches.

Index Terms— retinal prosthesis, optogenetics, visual prosthesis, scene enhancement, augmented vision, optoelectronics, channelrhodopsin

I. INTRODUCTION

The restoration of vision to patients suffering from incurable, blinding diseases is a remarkable challenge being addressed by several research groups across the world. Recent patient trials have demonstrated that intraocular electrical stimulation using retinal implants can return a form of basic vision based on phosphenes percepts [1, 2]. This has been sufficient to enable subjects to perform simple tasks such as reading single, large and high contrast letters and shapes. Such demonstrations provide hope that one day, functional vision can be returned with this technique.

Retinal prosthesis is primarily aimed at patients blinded by outer retinal diseases, particularly Retinitis Pigmentosa (RP), a class of hereditary disorders affecting -1:40000 [3]. It causes dysfunction of the rod photoreceptors, resulting in nightblindness, tunnel vision and eventually; for some patients total blindness. Numerous treatments are under investigation for RP including neurotropic factors for photoreceptor protection, retinal transplant, stem cell, treatment for macular oedema. Perhaps the most promising is gene therapy [4]. So far, efficacy has been shown for single gene defects such as RPE65 [5], but RP has clusters of involved genes which make it much more difficult to treat [6]. Consequently there is currently no effective treatment available for this condition.

In the 1990’s Stone et al [7] discovered that the retinal ganglion cells were still intact in RP patients, even after the onset of full blindness. This formed the basis for subsequent work on electrical retinal prosthesis targeting retinal ganglion cells.

The quality of prosthetic vision is determined by the number of pixels, where they are placed, and their ability to stimulate a signal the brain can understand. Simulation of pixelized vision have suggested that at least several hundred electrodes are needed to perform useful visual functions such as navigation or face recognition [8]. In particular, Cha et al [9, 10] suggested, from measurement of simulated pixelized vision with normally sighted subjects, that a 25x25 pixel array produced a vision with field of view of 1.7° and 6/9 visual acuity. The retina is structured so that the central fovea is dedicated towards high resolution spatial imaging and the periphery more towards spatio temporal imaging. The type of vision returned is then dependent on where the electrode is placed.

In practice numerous issues have impeded the realisation of functional retinal prosthesis. Flat implanted chips need to be small within the curvature of the eye, resulting in a tunnel vision. The retinal ganglion cells connected to the high resolution fovea are bunched up around the macula, meaning that it will be very difficult to return foveal vision. As the number of electrodes starts to scale towards useful vision, power dissipation in the retina can start to become a significant problem [11]. This in turn can cause degradation problems in the electrodes themselves. Such problems are the basis for significant investigation and the general perspective is that rudimentary but increasingly better functioning systems will be available in the coming years.

Recently we proposed a novel, optogenetic/optoelectronic retinal prosthesis, which offers a solution to some of these challenges [12]. This technology is based on the photosensitization of neurons using light gated ion channels and pumps, which have been successfully expressed in RGC’s [13], bipolar cells [14] and photoreceptors [15]. Such an approach requires high brightness illumination, and we have therefore previously presented LED microarray stimulators with up to 4096 pixels [12] with the capacity to scale further. Optogenetic neural stimulation has thus far been demonstrated in primates [16] without negative immune responses. Nevertheless, as retinal ganglion cells project to the visual...
cortex a potential inflammatory response there could have serious negative consequences for the patient. It is therefore most likely that early human trials in the coming years will focus on bipolar cells [14] and persisting cones which have lost light sensitivity [15]. Nevertheless, as Retinitis Pigmentosa is a progressive disease which also damages these layers, long term implementation in the retinal ganglion cell layers may also be necessary.

Whichever approach is used, electronic or optogenetic, it is unlikely that we will return perfect vision in the near future. More likely, the resulting vision from a higher resolution retinal prosthesis is likely to have characteristics of both early stage RP patients and age related macular degeneration patients (i.e. tunnel vision with very poor visual acuity). Previously, we have shown that effective contrast enhancement algorithms such as cartoonization can improve visual recognition in visually impaired but not blind patients with retinal degenerative disorders [17]. We also demonstrated a seam assisted shrinkability (SAS) algorithm [18] to spatially compress the non important features of the visual scene, increasing the effective field of view for those having tunnel vision problems.

Additionally depending on the target retinal layer to be stimulated, some of the retinal processing will have to be performed. Although the retina is complex with the full coding of the exiting different types of retinal ganglion cells is still under investigation [19-21]. However, reduced spatio temporal models which can be processed in real time on portable platforms may prove sufficient when combined with the plasticity of the brain to adapt interpretation. In this work, we present the processing platform for a high resolution optogenetic retinal prosthesis. The scene enhancement algorithms have been incorporated into the system to improve the ability of the patient to use the prosthetic vision to perform visual tasks. To optimise the quality of this prosthetic vision, the platform also includes algorithms that mimic retinal processing to reproduce the ganglion cell spike patterns from healthy retina, taking into account the target neurons and the biophysics of the channelrhodopsin [14]. To ensure that the platform is scalable we also present a control algorithm to meet the power consumption limitations. As proof-of-concept, we implemented the platform in a system including camera acquisition and optoelectronic stimulator and demonstrate its use with ex-vivo preparations.

II. VISUAL PROCESSING ALGORITHMS

The visual processing is divided into two main parts. In the first part there are the image enhancement algorithms, which have been developed to enhance the vision of the patient given the small field of view and limited visual acuity.

1. Scene simplification: We use anisotropic filtering to simplify the scene, and overlay a negative spatial derivative to complete the effect of cartoonization.

2. Spatial scene compression: We develop an importance map from which we dynamically shrink less important features with respect to the important features.

Secondly there are the retinal processing and spike coding algorithms:

3. Retinal processing: The algorithms reproduce the ON and (if required) OFF signal pathways in the retina.

4. Spike coding: As optogenetic stimulation of retinal ganglion cells allows control of individual action potentials, we generate a spike coding protocol for both the ON and OFF pathways.

![Figure 1 System flowchart. It shows the main stages of the approach for stimulating different retina targets: resensitized Cone, Bipolar Cell (BC) and Retinal Ganglion Cell (RGC) stimulation. In case of cone stimulation, the retargeted simplified cartoon scene will be transmitted. For BC stimulation, both of the retargeted ON and OFF retinal spatiotemporal derivative maps of the scene will be transmitted. Finally, for the RGC stimulation, the spike coded maps from the spatiotemporal derivatives will be used for stimulation. \(\nabla_{xy}^{\text{RET}}\) represents the retargeted spatiotemporal derivative map.]

These image processing components are described in the flow chart of Figure 1. In all cases the first two, image enhancement algorithms are applied. The configuration of the rest of the processing platform depends on the target neurons as shown. From the photoreceptors to the optic nerve, signal processing in the retina can be considered to have two main stages, in the outer plexiform layer (OPL) with the interaction of the photoreceptors, the horizontal cells and the bipolar cells, and the inner plexiform layer (IPL) where information from the bipolar cells is processed by the bipolar, amacrine and retinal ganglion cells and transmitted to the brain via the optic nerve. In the case of optogenetic photosensitization of the degenerate cones, where the light sensitive outer segment is non-functional or missing but the inner segment retains viability, only the image enhancement algorithms are needed.
However when the bipolar cells are targeted, replication of the OPL retinal processing is needed. Targetting RGC, which has been the approach adopted in prosthesis based on electronic implants, requires the additional IPL processing as well as spike coding. Implementation concerns must also be addressed as the algorithms need to be realized in real time with sufficiently low latency to enable the patient to function effectively, whilst remaining viable for a portable headset solution and scalable to high resolution.

A. Image Enhancement Algorithms

1. Scene simplification

Image simplification is an important step before performing the retinal processing. It is also the primarily useful strategy for stimulating optogenetically resensitized cones. The purpose is to suppress non important high frequency noise and textures [22]. As Gaussian smoothing and median filters are not efficient in preserving the significant boundaries in the scene intact, instead, we use an anisotropic diffusion filter. It eliminates noise and low importance textures, while avoiding smoothing across object boundaries. It is an iterative process which progressively smoothes the image while maintaining the significant edges by reducing the diffusivity at those locations having a larger likelihood to be edges [23]. The discrete equation of the anisotropic diffusion filter is:

$$I^{n+1} = I^n + \Delta t [\nabla \cdot (c \nabla I^n) + \alpha (C, \nabla I^n) + \beta (C, \nabla I^{n-1}) + \gamma (C, \nabla I_{b1}) + \delta (C, \nabla I_{b2})]$$

Where $\nabla$ is the gradient operator and $c$ is the diffusion coefficient or the diffusivity of the equation. $n$ denotes the iteration number, $\Delta t$ is the time step (it controls the accuracy and the speed of the smoothing) and $\nabla I_H$, $\nabla I_V$, $\nabla I_{b1}$ and $\nabla I_{b2}$ represent the horizontal (H), vertical (V), and two diagonal (D) gradients of the image. Although, there are different methods to calculate the gradients [24], we use Sobel operators for their simplicity in implementation and thus processing time/power consumption. Directionless Laplacian filters would require less processing than calculating all four gradients. However, it is more sensitive to fine (irrelevant) textures and produces very thin edges. It is mainly useful in sharpening process. The diffusion coefficient $c$ is calculated from the following equation.

$$c = \frac{1}{1 + \sqrt{\nabla I_H^2 + \nabla I_V^2 + \nabla I_{b1}^2 + \nabla I_{b2}^2}}$$

To increase the visual distinctiveness of high contrast regions in the scene, we overlay a negative spatial derivative over simplified scene which gives a notable edge enhancement giving the image a cartoon like effect. The overlaid spatial derivatives are calculated as following.

$$\nabla I_X = \frac{\nabla I_H + \nabla I_{b2}}{2}$$

$$\nabla I_Y = \frac{\nabla I_V + \nabla I_{b1}}{2}$$

Then the gradient’s amplitude is:

$$\nabla I = \sqrt{\nabla I_X^2 + \nabla I_Y^2}$$

Patients can control the smoothness or simplification level through increasing or decreasing the number of iterations $n$.

2. Spatial Scene Retargeting

To tackle the tunnel vision problem and the limited resolution of current prosthetic vision systems, we desire to compress the visual scene into the effective field of view. Previous works targeted the process of image compression for retina prosthesis devices depended on ordinary bilinear resizing approach which makes the key features seem further away [25]. This makes the object identification process more difficult at lower spatial resolution. We therefore need to non-linearly retarget the scene into a smaller size, thus expanding the effective field of vision. To do that we have developed a non-linear scene retargeting technique, which generates an importance matrix $W_{ST}$, this involves how much each pixel in the input scene should be nonlinearly shrunk (comprised). It is a combination of two measures: a local saliency gradient map, and a temporal motion map. The saliency map comes from equation (5) and the motion map comes from a temporal derivative of the visual scene:

$$W_{ST} = \nabla (x, y, t) + \frac{1}{2n} \sum_{n=1}^{N} (\nabla (x, y, t) - \nabla (x, y, t))$$

As multiple frames need to be stored in memory and reprocessed, this temporal derivative can be processor intensive. We therefore typically use $n=1$, i.e. the equation then becomes a simple frame difference.

To give higher importance values for the foreground objects over the saliency and background objects, we modify the importance matrix by giving background areas very low importance weights. The modification process starts by looking for seams with lowest cumulative energy values [17, 18]. A seam is defined to be a connecting path of pixels (one in each row, in case of vertical compression) with minimum energy values. This cumulative energy map $M(i,j)$ is generated from the spatio-temporal importance map, as following.

$$M(i,j) = W_{ST}(i,j) + \min[M(i-1,j-1), M(i,j), M(i+1,j-1)]$$

To find the lowest seam energy path, starting from the last row in the cumulative energy matrix $M$, we search for the minimal cumulative pixel. After that, we work backwards from this pixel to obtain an optimal vertical seam by finding the minimum of the three neighbouring pixels of this pixel in the previous row and then store this pixel to the seam path. We do the process of searching for the lowest seam energy path K times, as K is the number of columns to be shrunk. Then we generate another matrix of size $NxK$, which contains the X and Y positions of the seams. By knowing the locations of lowest energy pixels, we rescale all the pixels of the importance matrix along the path of all the seams to very low importance values.
In order to preserve continuity between rows, $W_{ST}(i,j)$ should be equal to $W_{ST}(i-1,j)$, in case of vertical retargeting. For that, we assign a fixed importance value for each column by applying a moving average window of size $L$ and overlapping by $L/2$ on each column in the importance matrix [26], then we take the maximum value for each column, so that the updated importance matrix is:

$$W(:,j) = \max_{r=1}^{2^{2/L}} \{\overline{W}_r(j)\}$$

(8)

Where $\overline{W}_r(j)$ is an array containing the moving average values of the importance values in column $j$.

For dynamic scene retargeting, calculating the importance map for each frame individually generates jittering artefacts in the retargeted video sequence. To counteract this, movement of seams from one scene to the next need to be constrained. We therefore calculate the seams of the first couple of frames, and then the actual locations of these seams are stored into an arbitrary matrix $T$ to be used in calculating the seams for the next frame. These seams’ locations are adapted, for the forthcoming frames, if there are dynamics in the scene. If the objects in the frame are static then the locations of the seams will be the same, but if these objects move then the seam locations within the same areas through which the objects move around will also move to avoid crossing the moving objects. The adaptation process of the seams locations is fully discussed in our previous paper [18].

As discussed above, the importance matrix defines which pixels in the source image are significant and should be preserved in the retargeted image. In contrast, the shrinkability matrix defines the relative extent to which pixels in the source image should be shrunk to retarget the image by $K$ columns. The shrinking value of each pixel $S(j)$ in any row, considering retargeting the whole image by only one column, can be calculated from this equation:

$$S(j) = \frac{1}{W(j) \cdot \sum_{j=1}^{M} 1/W(j)}$$

(9)

The summation of $S(j)$ over $j$ columns equals 1 if $K$ is 1. Then we rescale this shrinkage map so that the summation equals to $K$ For higher values of $K$.

This scaled cumulative shrinkability map is used to retarget the DoG image to the desired dimension by using an algorithm suggested by Karl M. Fant [27]. The algorithm is a 1D method used in separable transformations defined in terms of forward mapping functions. It maps a limited line of discrete input pixel intensity values into a limited line of discrete output pixel intensity value.

B. Retinal processing

1. Outer Plexiform Layer Processing

The core spatial processing of the horizontal and bipolar cells is the spatial derivative. As the inputs of central cone cells are subtracted from surrounding cone cells, this is classically modelled as a difference of Gaussian functions (DoG). The positive values correspond to the ON pathway and the negative values to the OFF pathway. Each pathway looks similar to a simple edge filtering of the image. We have found slightly better results by combining vertical and horizontal Sobel operators rather than a DoG or Laplacian filter. The resultant time varying spatiotemporal derivative is the one used in equation (6). However, digitally, the derivative is scaled as an unsigned integer to between -128 and +128. Then the ON signal is thus $W_{ST} > 0$ and the OFF signal is $|W_{ST} < 0|$.

2. Spike Coding

In traditional electronic forms of epiretinal prosthesis, the spiking output from the retinal ganglion cells has been modulated by stimulation amplitude [28]. Although coding matching the natural output of the retina has been neither attempted nor achieved, patients have seen phosphenes with amplitude roughly correlating to stimulation intensity and thus firing frequency. In the case of optogenetic approaches, it is now possible to improve upon this by determining the firing code through pulses of direct optical stimulation.

The coding mathematics of the spike trains that carry the visual information is still under investigation [20, 21]. Primate retina has ~17 RGCs types and the encoding strategies for each of these types are different. Different encoding strategies have been reported in the literature [21]. Generally these can be classified into rate coding (intensity $\alpha$ number of spikes per second), correlated spike timing (intensity $\alpha$ latency of a spike from an event or other spike), and population coding (information is correlated with neighbouring spike patterns) [29]. For example, in response to a step change in luminance, the firing rate of the midget and parasol cells increase [30]. Gollisch and Meister [20] revealed how the first spike latency on four types of RGCs (particularly fast OFF, biphasic OFF, slow OFF and fast ON cells) relative to post saccadic eye movement could encode information. Correlations between multiple ganglion cells spiking may constitute another population code, conveying information on the visual stimulus that is not present if ganglion cells acted as independent encoders [31]. However, such correlations in spike timing occur mainly between neighboring ganglion cells which suggests that such synchronization is a local phenomenon. This may be due to shared synaptic inputs [31, 32]. Indeed, other coding schemes could be used; for example, a tonic change in the firing rate of a neuron might represent its response for a small spot. However, in case of a large spot, the same neuron might respond with oscillatory type firing [29]. Indeed, most of the studies found that the ganglion cells firing rate provides useful information about these stimulus parameters, while the timing of the first action potential provides almost as much information [20, 33].

As spatial synchronisation between external µLEDs and a moving eye will be difficult, it will only be possible to chromatically distinguish cell types. Furthermore, with current eye tracking technology, it would be difficult to implement latency coded to saccadic movements. We thus implement a rate based coding approach. Firstly, we decoded the image intensities into frequencies with an exponentially decaying function. This is defined in the following relation:
\[ F(x, y, t) = F_0(x, y) * e^{-t/S} \]  \hspace{1cm} (10)

Where \( F(x, y, t) \) is the coded frequency for each pixel \( I(x, y) \). \( S \) sets the decay slope profile, which we chose to be \( S = 20 \) in this work. It can be changed according to the decaying profile of the spike pattern for different RGCs. \( F_0 \) is given by:

\[ F_0(x, y, t) = \frac{f_{\text{max}}}{I_{\text{max}}} \times R(x, y, t) \]  \hspace{1cm} (11)

\( f_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum firing rate of the retinal ganglion cells, \( I_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum intensity of the pixels and \( R(x, y, t) \) is the retargeted ON or OFF intensity matrix. Typically we set \( f_{\text{max}} = 40 \text{Hz} \) represents the maximum firing frequencies of the tonic firing retinal ganglion cells we have previously achieved [12] and \( I_{\text{max}} = 255 \) which is the maximum unsigned gray level value for any pixel.

Then \( F(x, y, t) \) will be a matrix that includes the positions of spikes for each pixel over a time period we set arbitrarily to 1000 msec. We assume that relaxation of any temporal decay effects will be complete in this time period. The final spike coded map SCM will be a binary matrix that has ones at the position of each spike.

\[ SCM(F(x, y, t)) = 1 \hspace{0.5cm} \forall \hspace{0.5cm} \frac{1}{F(x, y, t)} < 1000 \text{msec} \]  \hspace{1cm} (12)

C. Scalability - Power control

To stimulate the RGC’s we use a GaN LEDs which are capable of emitting high brightness i.e. emitting over 10W/cm² [34]. As from our previous work [12] we know that the individual microLED emitters operate at around 5 mA to produce enough light to cause an action potential. As 5 W is commonly used as the threshold for fan-assisted cooling, and our operational voltage range is 10 V, we will therefore not drive more than 1 A through the chip. This means that each microLED can consume 50 mW/sec, hence 100 LEDs can be driven simultaneously with such limitations. We calculate that at the resultant irradiance, we would need to pulse for 10 ms to produce an action potential. Therefore, we can drive a total of 10,000 action potentials per second over an array of neurons.

A feasible 1 cm² chip could provide around 36k pixels (192x192 pixels), which was typical for early colour mobile telephone screens. The limiting factor on the technological development will be the power requirement, which ultimately limits the number of LEDs which can be illuminated.

One method of limiting the number of pixels to be displayed is to threshold the ON and/or OFF signals. We developed a control algorithm which limits the number of illuminations to 10,000 per second (assuming 10ms illumination periods). The algorithm limits the number of spikes through exponentially controlling the dynamic range of the scene pixels and by thresholding the pixel intensity value. A set of 15 images ranging from simple to complex scenes has been chosen, and from them we generated two equations for the exponential factor and the threshold value that limit the summation of the spikes to 10,000.

\[ E = A_T e^{\alpha S} - B_T e^{\beta S} - C_T \]  \hspace{1cm} (13)

\[ T = A_T e^{\alpha S} - B_T e^{\beta S} - C_T \]  \hspace{1cm} (14)

Where \( E \) and \( T \) are the exponential factor and the intensity threshold values, respectively. \( S \) represents the summation of the pre-processed spatiotemporal derivative intensities. And the constants have the following values:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>( \alpha )</th>
<th>( \beta )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>356.8</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
<td>-0.0134</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Then for a given point in time, the dynamically scaled and retinally processed and thresholded image will be:

\[ Scaled\nabla_{(x,y)} = e^{E \times T(x,y)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (15)

\[ Thresholded\nabla_{(x,y)} = \begin{cases} 
\text{Scaled}\nabla_{(x,y)} & \text{if } T \\
0 & \text{if } T < T 
\end{cases} \]  \hspace{1cm} (16)

As mentioned above, from previous data, the maximum spike rate that can be reliably generated at the RGC’s is 40 Hz. Given that the RGCs need at least two spikes to recognize the pixel value at a certain frame then the maximum frame rate that can be sent to these cells is 10 frames/sec. This means that the minimum greyscale intensity value we can encode at each frame is 104 (if we have 256 greyscale levels), which represents a spike with frequency of 99 Hz. To encode the video stream we encode the pixels of each frame over a period of 100 msec at maximum and the position of last spike for each pixel is stored to be the starting point from which the spikes for the next frame will start.

D. Implementation

Key to this long term system is its implementability into a portable and wearable head mounted display HMD system. The prototyping platform which can be connected to the LED unit is implemented on a Matlab platform on a desktop computer; with a 2.8 GHz Intel Core Quad processor, 8 Gb Memory, and a GTX285 graphics card. To utilize the parallel processing power of the graphics card, the Scene simplification, retina processing and spike coding processes are implemented using the Accelereyes GPU jacket plug-in [35] for Matlab. The scene retargeting process which is a more linear operation is processed on the CPU/FPU.

As our target is to implement this system on a portable platform, we implemented the scene simplification and spatiotemporal derivatives processes on a Tegra I development platform from NVidia[6]. The Tegra I is a system-on-a-chip platform with an ARM CPU core and a graphics processor with eight processing cores. There is a feed from the camera to the GPU allowing power efficient parallel processing. The specification of the Tegra I is low compared to laptop or desktop processors. However, the CPU/GPU operations can be performed at sub-1 watt power consumption which is desirable for portable wearable processing. We also calculated estimated improvements for speed for the Tegra II and III platforms according to NVidia’s specifications.
III. RESULTS

A. Scene simplification

To demonstrate the effect of scene simplification, the retinal processing (spatial derivative) was calculated for an original image and a cartoonized version. The images are scaled to 256×256, and 16×16 respectively to show the effect over different resolutions. As shown from the bottom row of Figure 2, scene simplification removed low importance textures while keeping the relevant boundaries intact.

The effect is also striking for spatio-temporal processing (data not shown). By simplifying the scene the key features – in this case a lizard on a low contrast background are enhanced. This effect is scalable across resolutions and is also striking for spatio-temporal processing (data not shown). Additionally, with texture removal, it reduces the total information to be sent to the LEDs and makes it easier to threshold.

![Figure 2 The effect of scene simplification in reducing irrelevant information. Top row from left to right: a 256×256 and 16×16 pixels scene of a lizard on a low contrast background, 256×256 and 16×16 pixels versions of subsequent retinal processing (ON image). The bottom row shows the cartoonized scene at 256×256 and 16×16 and subsequent retinal processing.](image)

B. Spatial scene compression

Figure 3, shows a snapshot from video file for subjects moving in playground field with dimension of 400×400. The scene is retargeted using three methods; our seam-assisted-shrinkability (SAS) retargeting approach (first row of Figure 3 (B)), bilinear resizing (second row) and cropping (last row). The SAS method cannot know future scenes, so it exhibits an increasing wobble or video jitter with higher spatial compressions. Subjectively we find a 25-40% compression gives the most effective result [18]. We therefore show comparative compressed images of 256×256 pixels for each of the cases, which are then interpolated to 64×64 and 16×16 pixels.

Image cropping simply uses the scene as it is and represents the effects of tunnel vision. In this example the viewer can see the person on the left but not on the right within the same scene. Bilinear resizing demagnifies the scene, so the key features will seem further away. As they will then be at lower spatial resolution, it will be harder to identify them. The SAS algorithm compresses the less useful information keeping the main features at the same size. As can be seen from the images, the effect is subtle. The person on the left and right are 25% larger than they would be for dignified images. In static images it does not appear so different, but for dynamic scenes, it can affect time for recognition in patients as declared in our previous paper [18]. In the literature, there is also work by Peli [36] which overlays a compressed edge form of the scene onto the image in the tunnel. Although it might be useful in augmented vision systems, but this would form too complex image to be useful for retinal prosthesis systems.

![Figure 3 The effect of different retargetting techniques with respect to retargeted image size. First, Second and third rows show the retargeted image to 256×256, 64×64 and 16×16 (from left to right) when using our retargeting, simple bilinear resizing and cropping methods, respectively.](image)

C. Stimulator biophysics

Our LED stimulator is pulse modulated. For intensity modulation (cone, bipolar cell stimulation), we simply vary the pulse within the cells integral period (~20ms). We therefore focus our attention on the spike coded stimulation of the retinal ganglion cells. Figure 4 shows the scalability of the spike coding algorithm through generating spike coded maps for the scene shown in Figure 3 between 16×16 to 256×256. We assume in the first instance that only the ON matrix will be transferred, as to date, the only genetic specificity to be achieved has been for ON bipolar cells [14]. The bottom row shows the bipolar ON importance matrix, the middle row shows a histogram of the number of LEDs that are ON and the top row shows a snapshot of the spiking profile. From this figure, we can see that the uniformity of the spiking histogram shows optimum use of the LED array.

At present the pulse width is determined by the brightness/efficiency of the micro-LED stimulator and the efficiency of the channelrhodopsin. Already a CatCh[37] form of channelrhodopsin shows significantly improved light requirement and we expect further improvements in the coming years. Similarly, we expect to improve the external quantum efficiency of the microLED stimulator. In practice, this will reduce the required stimulation pulse width. Reducing the width of the stimulating pulse increases the number of the allowed stimulating spikes. This in turn enhances the visual perceived scene for larger image sizes (e.g. 256×256).
Figure 4 The spike coded maps for the scene shown in Figure 3 and the corresponding LEDs' histogram. (from right to left) are the spike maps for the 16x16, 64x64 and 256x256 retargetted image. The histograms of the number of LEDs that are ON are shown in the middle row for each scale, respectively. The integrations of the spikes over 1000 msec are shown in the last row for each scale, respectively, considering that the maximum number of illuminated LED per second is 100,000.

Figure 5 The effect of reducing the spike width. Top row shows the spike coded maps for an image of 256x256 pixels in case of reducing the spike width into 3 msec (left) and 1 msec (right). The images reconstructed from integrating the spikes and the histograms of the number of LEDs are shown in the bottom row.

Figure 5 shows the spike coded maps for a 256x256 image with two different pulse width; 3 msec and 1 msec, respectively. Comparing this with Figure 4 (in which the pulse width is 10 msec), we can see that at higher frame size (e.g. 256x256) only pixels of high intensity values are transmitted so that the histogram takes an exponentially decaying and periodic shape. At lower pulse widths (3 msec and 1 msec) more pixels can be kept and hence more spikes can be generated from them. The histogram profile will also be flattened as shown in Figure 5 (bottom row).

D. Implementation

Figure 6 shows the final output on a matrix addressed LED chip [34]. The chip is outputting the scenes shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. These represent both simple and complex scenes respectively. The spikes were transferred to the chip with an
extended period (100s rather than 1s), as our camera acquisition could only take frames at 40 ms intervals. A single frame is shown in the centre image. We then integrated the intensity output over the entire period, recording from all 1000 spike frames. The reconstructed scene is shown on the right after being integrated from both the chip directly (top) and from real mouse retina (bottom). The preparation of the mouse retina followed the following steps: a neonatal C57BL/6 mouse pup was euthanized by cervical dislocation and enucleated before retinal isolation. The isolated retina was then transferred to the experimental chamber and placed, RGC layer facing down, onto a CMOS-based large scale high resolution MEA platform with full frame acquisition consisting of 4096 electrodes (21 μm per side) arranged in a 64 × 64 grid and tightly packed (pitch of 42 μm). The retina was kept at 32°C and continuously perfused (0.5–1 ml/min) with artificial CSF (aCSF) containing the following (in mM): 118 NaCl, 25 NaHCO3, 1 NaH2 PO4, 3 KCl, 1 MgCl2, 2 CaCl2, and 10 glucose, equilibrated with 95% O2 and 5% CO2. All animal procedures were conducted under the UK Home Office, Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986. The microLEDs array was imaged onto the retina by means of a dissecting stereomicroscope (VWR).

A snapshot of the experiment is shown in Figure 7 which shows a camera fixed on a head mounted display helmet that captures the visual scene and transfer it into a portable laptop. Then the captured scene is digitally processed and converted into spikes (in the case of retinal ganglion cells stimulation) to the LED chip.

In the virtual reality community, the commonly accepted target for video implementation needs to be at 50 frames per second (fps) with 1 frame or less latency to prevent motion sickness and eye strain. This is due to the peripheral vision acquiring visual information faster than the central vision. It can be difficult obtaining imaging systems that achieve this, and in the case of retinal prosthesis, especially for tunnel vision effects, the target is perhaps overly stringent.

Nevertheless, it is a good point of reference.

Since this work began, there have been further improvements in the performance of mobile GPU systems. Notably a third generation Tegra device has been announced with double the number of GPU cores and an expected performance improvement of 4X [38]. We fully expect to be able to achieve all our algorithms close to video rate under such portable system.

Figure 7 Snapshot from the experiment. A snapshot for the whole system describing the main components, Left, a computer system performing the processing, centre a virtual reality helmet camera on a dummy, right the microLEDs analysed under a microscope.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this paper we present a full processing solution for retinal prosthesis. Our focus is on optogenetic approaches, but the image enhancement and retinal processing are also applicable to electronic approaches. One significant feature with the optogenetic approach is that it does not require implantation. A viral injection could be administered in similar fashion to anti-VEGF treatments for wet age related macular degeneration (AMD). The patient could then wear an optoelectronic stimulator using existing virtual reality headset optics. As there is no expensive surgery, the stimulator headset will become one of the most significant cost factors. It is therefore our feeling that the use of mobile GPU processing platforms can provide sufficient power/performance characteristics at significantly lower cost than dedicated CMOS chip solutions.

Our results showed the importance of scene simplification and retargeting approaches before coding the scene into spikes. We also demonstrated how (assuming retinal coding) the image sent to the patient will scale with increasing resolution and decreasing irradiance requirements. We believe both will occur in tandem.

Seasickness in healthy subjects using virtual reality headsets has previously been reported [38, 39]. This is generally assumed to be due to latency between head movement and perceived image, but affects some more than others. However, it is not yet clear how this can affect the prosthetic vision for blind subjects, and will need to be assessed in patient trials. In previous work, we were concerned on how the jittering effect of our scene retargeting approach can be acceptable and

Figure 6 Real spikes recorded from the microLEDs chip for two different scenes. The left column shows the real 16x16 images before the conversion into spikes and sending them to the chip. The middle column shows a snapshot recorded from the chip. The right column shows the integration of all the recorded frames which reconstruct the original scenes. The bottom row shows the image shone onto a real mouse retina.
whether it could cause undesirable effects such as seasickness. We have only tested using augmented reality approaches in healthy subjects for short periods of time. However, we concluded that subjectively, a 25-40% compression from the original size can give acceptable results [18]. No seasickness was reported amongst our trailers.

We hypothesized that the returned vision of those receiving a prosthetic vision system will be quite different to our own, and such discussions really need to be tested in patients using the device chronically. It may be that during navigation, patients may have to minimize the use of retargeting due to significant head movements relative to the scene. Then at stationary, the reverse may be the case. For example, with current technology, optical telescopes are used to help distance visual acuity by AMD patients. It is not comfortable to walk looking through a telescope but patients use it when necessary, e.g. to see bus numbers when standing at the bus stop. However, this issue needs to be tested on real tunnel vision subjects.

We demonstrated the output on our individually addressable 16x16 microLED array, which had pixel sizes of 150x150µm. We are now scaling this up to chip sizes of 1 cm x 1 cm. If we simply scaled the present array, we would achieve a 64x64 pixel array. However, as there is a considerable potential for miniaturizing the pixel size, we should be able to achieve higher resolutions. The limiting factor on the technological development will be the power requirement, which ultimately limits the number of illuminated LEDs. This is reflected in our algorithms. Whether we use shorter higher intensity pulses or longer lower intensity pulses, the power consumption by the LEDs will be the same (assuming equivalent efficiency which is actually nonlinear).

We have implemented a spike coding scheme based on a decoding rate coded scheme. Technical and physiological limitations presently limit us from replicating each RGC response for different types of stimuli. As genetic targeting technologies improve, and eye tracker technologies improve, it will be possible to chromatically encode specific cell types [14], and perform latency coding related to eye movements [20].

We have demonstrated that our algorithms can be implemented on PC’s, Laptops and mobile phone processing platforms. Our non-optimized code achieved close to video rate on former. With further developments in mobile processing platforms, we are confident that our algorithms can be implemented at video rate. The estimated power consumption is around 1W, which is similar to the requirements of the LED units. A typical mobile phone battery is capable of ~5 Whrs. 3, perhaps 4 such batteries would power the required processing over the course of a day. As the LEDs require more power, that will be more of a challenge (bigger more bulky batteries). There will therefore be an interesting trade off in the future between battery life and image quality. But again, as the efficiency of both the microLED illuminator and the channelrhodopsin biophysics improves, the power requirement will be decreased.

We finally note in Figure 6 we can see that there are some missing pixels in the reconstructed scenes, as the bump bonding between our first generation microLED devices and controlling electronics are not perfect. We expect this to improve with better fabrication techniques in future.

V. CONCLUSION

We have shown in this paper the scene pre-processing steps needed to be used in an in-vitro system to stimulate arrays of genetically engineered nerve cells using light. The aim of this pre-processing is to enhance and maximize the visual information included in the scene before spike coding and sending it to the retina. We demonstrated how the scene simplification and our non-linearly retargeting technique kept the relevant information of the scene when it is downscaled to small scales. Also we showed that the spike coding control program controls the number of illuminated LEDs based on the information that a 10 msec of illumination is needed to produce an action potential. However, if this duration is reduced then more information can be encoded and sent to the retina.
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